International Mobility Support
(for CIMI members)

CIMI will provide international mobility support to CIMI members going abroad for a minimum of two months as part of a scientific project/collaboration.

Depending on the host country, CIMI may offer financial support up to 30 000 € for one year (upon receipts) to help with the cost of the international mobility. The visit should be at least two months (several stays and destinations can be considered). This funding is open to any member of CIMI: PhD students, researchers, faculty staff.

Requested Information

Project Title & Applicant:

Part I. Brief summary of the project/collaboration (10 lines):

Part II. Detailed general information:
  • Applicant (name, email, institution, situation)
  • Period of time, location and duration of the stay abroad
  • Financial support information / previsonal budget

We encourage the applicant to ask for co-funding (and to mention it explicitly) to the host university or to other institutions. In particular, Phd Students have to justify of a co-funding of the visit by their Doctoral School or team.
Part III. Full description of the project:
Around two pages for the scientific description of the collaboration to be developed during the mobility

Part IV. How is the project in line with CIMI goals:
• Interactions between mathematics and computer science if any

• Expected outcomes and international impact for the community

Part V. Attachments:
1.
2.
3.